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Description

6

Japanese Faceguard Mempo from a Full Armour, made from black lacquered iron, red lacquer inside chin, throat plates lacquered black
overall, blue and green lacings. Quite good condition, age worn, some chips and rust.

7

Japanese Lacquered Iron Helmet Kabuto, hachi comprising 6 plates rising to a soft metal tehen kanamno, front of hachi with gilt
lacquered mon (?) in low relief, red lacquered peak with roughened texture, 3 plate shikaro. Good condition, some age wear overall, relaced with new lining.

16

Scarce Cantonese Munition Belt applied with 20 x Kwang Tung Province 20 cents coins, and 40 smaller coins struck with Arabic, each
secured by a central iron nail, the hide belt is faced with leather and has 3 boxes and 2 larger panels each pierced and secured against
a red felt backing. Good condi ...[more]

25

Indian Iron Katar of Tanjore Armoury Type, 17th Century, straight double edge firangi blade, iron hilt chiselled with beaded edges and
trailing foliage with flower heads, pierced swollen iron grip. Blade 31cms, overall 49cms. Fair condition, well worn overall.

39

Interesting Indian Kukri, blade of conventional form (active rust at tip), brass mounted swollen wooden grip, ferule engraved MIR
HASSANKHN MARCH 134, together with Arabic inscription, leather sheath; and a modern Saudi jambya, bright blade, leather sheath
with brocaded belt. Blades 27cms, and 22cms ...[more]

41

WW2 Royal Air Force Medal and Ephemera Group of Flight Lieutenant H H Howson RAFVR, group consists of 1939-45 star, Italy star,
Defence medal and 1939-45 War medal with MID oakleaf. Housed in the original forwarding box, note incorrect spelling of surname to
box, various items of metal and cloth ins ...[more]

43

^ Good Quality 25 Bore Indian Matchlock Gun Torador from Rajasthan, Probably Rajput c.1800, fine damascus twist barrel with 2
polygonal sections to breech and another at muzzle retained by 7 silver bands, raised sighting rib, fluted ivory block behind breech,
pierced iron trigger situated between 2 ...[more]

44

32 Bore Indian Matchlock Gun Torador, Probably Punjab First Half of the 19th Century, full stock in partridge wood, pattern welded
octagonal barrel with traces of gold koftgari decoration to breech, pattern welded side plates and those behind the breech, fluted brass
sighting channel, brass mounts, ...[more]

45

Early 19th Century Indian Matchlock Gun Torador, barrel swollen at breech and muzzle, fullstocked, slightly curved butt, iron lock sides
with brass rivet heads. Overall 180cms, barrel 129cms. Quite good condition, well worn, stock fractured at breech, block behind breech
restored.

52

Ethiopian Ceremonial Hide Shield, possibly late 19th century, of typical dome shape, the outside covered with blue fabric and adorned
with extensive silver gilt bosses stamped with strap work, and pierced plates struck with scrolls, and all secured with dome headed silver
nails, inside and leather h ...[more]

53

Ceremonial Ethiopian Hide Shield, of conventional form with tall raised umbo, decorated overall with geometric tooling and fitted with
silver bands decorated with geometric designs and secured by dome headed silver nails. Diameter 41cms. Good condition. This ‘shield’
has never been fitted with a han ...[more]

54

Sudanese Sword Kaskara, Probably Sudan Campaign Period, broad straight double edge blade etched on both sides with panels
containing pious inscriptions in thulth script, brass crosspiece, grip covered with crocodile skin, in its scabbard made from Nile crocodile
skin and incorporating the lower jaw ...[more]

59

Sudanese Hippo Hide Shield of Conventional Form, probably Sudan campaign period as used by the Dervishes of the Hadendoa tribe,
raised umbo, leather grip secured by narrow iron straps. Diameter 65cms. Good condition.

60

Massive Hippo Hide Shield of the Nuer and Shilluk Tribes from the Upper Nile Region of Sudan, probably late 19th century, of lenticular
form, the edge slightly turned for strength, and braced on the inside with a stout wooden stick running for the entire length, the outside
with good age patina. Max ...[more]

61

Rare Lango Dinka Tribal Hide Shield Probably Brought Back by an Officer from the 1901 Lango Expedition, of conventional rectangular
form with reinforced edges, braced on the inside with a stout wooden stick running for the entire length secured by hide lashings and
partly covered with monitor skin ...[more]

62

A Dinka Tribal Hide Shield of Conventional Rectangular Form with reinforced edges, probably c.1900, braced on the inside with a
wooden stick running for the entire length and incorporating a raised handle, secured by leather lacings and partly bound with leather
sennit. Maximum 95cms x 38cms. Good c ...[more]

Good Ugandan Wooden Shield of Lenticular Form, carved with a raised integral umbo, covered overall with finely applied horizontal
72

strips of bamboo (grass?) decoration secured by vertical woven bands of the same material including covering of the wooden grip,
edges bound with hide. Maximum dimension ...[more]

75

Scarce Galeka Tribal Spear, tapered wooden haft carved with the name “Kreli”, sinew bindings, iron leaf-shaped head with off-set sides
and long tang; and another similar without an inscription. Overall 135cms and 170cms respectively. Both in good condition and with
good age patina. Note: Kreli was ...[more]

79

Zulu Knobkerry, probably late 19th century, 80cms with small head of compressed form carved with a series of parallel ribs, shaft with
18cms section covered with laced leather ‘gaiter’. Good condition and age patina.

81

Good Zulu Carved Wooden Knobkerry, 79cms, large swollen head of spherical form, shaft fitted with bands of woven copper and brass
wire work. Good condition and age patina.

82

Good Zulu Carved Wooden Knobkerry, 67cms, swollen off-set head of compressed spherical form, good condition and age patina.

84

Carved Wooden Club, Possibly South African, tapered shaft slightly swollen at the butt and greatly swollen towards the bulbous head
with small teat finial. Length 46cms. Good condition.

87

French 1st Empire Model 1804 Cavalry Troopers Backplate, of regulation pattern with turned over edges pierced for (missing) leather
lining, and with prominent brass dome-shaped ornamental rivet heads around the borders. Good condition, light pitting and rust overall.
See Aries 1969, No.4, Fig 2d. fo ...[more]

88

French Smallsword c.1760 with Russet Gilt Hilt, colichemarde blade with traces of etched decoration, iron hilt chiseled with trophies of
arms and foliage, pierced iron pommel (probably a contemporary replacement), grip bound with twisted silver gilt wire and tape. Overall
95cms, blade 79cms. Good co ...[more]

89

French Smallsword c.1760, hollow ground triangular section blade etched Fouasse neve et Successeur de M GUYON au ROY de la
chine sur le pont St Michel a Paris (inscription not entirely legible), together with a portrait of a seated oriental figure, iron hilt pierced and
chiseled with scrolls and roc ...[more]

91

1788 Pattern Cavalry Troopers Sword, regulation blade (reduced in length) cut with 2 fullers and etched with crowned GR, Wooley &
Co. Birm.m. 1795, the reverse etched with crowned Q.s O. 7 LD (7th Queens Own Light Dragoons), regulation iron stirrup hilt, wooden
grip, in its iron scabbard engrave ...[more]

92

1796 Pattern Light Cavalry Troopers Sword, regulation blade cut with 2 fullers, back edge stamped OSBORNE & GUNBY, tip with
pronounced clip back, regulation hilt with riveted grip strap ears. Overall 96.5cms, blade 84.75cms. Quite good condition, one langet
missing, leather covering to grip mis ...[more]

95

62nd Regiment of Foot Cartouche Badge c1780-1790, a sheet brass example of heart shape with pierced ‘62’, the three integral pierced
fasteners are typical of the period for British regiments. The reverse also stamped, ‘T’ and ‘C’, good condition,

98

27th Regiment of Foot Other Ranks Cross Belt Plate 1850-55, brass other ranks pattern with castle above scroll “INNISKILLEN”, 27 and
Sphinx with EGYPT tablet. Two hooks and stud fittings to the reverse. Parkyn shows a similar plate but the regimental scroll says
Enniskillen (Fig 237). Ex Jerry Withe ...[more]

110

19th Century French Dress Sword, slender triangular section blade signed Ve A K & F etched with small trophies, ormolu hilt with eagle,
laurel and oak leaves on the guard, oval bust portrait applied to the chequered ebony grip. Overall 89.5cms, blade 75.5cms. Good
condition, blade cleaned bright ...[more]

111

19th Century French Dress Sword, plain slender triangular section blade, ormolu hilt with applied mask of Hercules on trophy of arms to
the guard, chequered ebony grip. Overall 89.5cms, blade 77cms. Good condition, age crack to grip.

112

19th Century French Dress Sword, triangular section blade blued and gilt for 1/3rd length and etched with small trophies and maker’s
initials TLB(?), ormolu hilt with crowned vacant oval upon trophy of arms to guard, pommel with bust of Hermes and an owl, reeded
mother of pearl grips. Overall 96cms, ...[more]

113

19th Century Bavarian Dress Sabre, curved broad single edge blade etched blued and gilt with martial trophies, flowers and foliage, and
signed Wester & Cie a Solingen, ormolu hilt with the oath of the Horatii on the guard, lion’s head pommel and lion mask on the knuckle
bow, fluted wooden grip. ...[more]

116

British 1895 Pattern Infantry Officers Sword, regulation blade etched with crowned VR and crossed sword and baton amidst scrolls,
regulation iron guard with crowned VR cipher, wire bound fish skin covered grip, in its brass scabbard. Overall 99cms, blade 84cms.
Good condition, some age wear, some de ...[more]

117

Scottish Regulation Basket Hilt Broadsword, claymore blade cut with a pair of fullers, wooden grip and remains of the basket hilt. Overall
79cms, blade 64.5cms. Excavated condition

118

2x Continental (Belgium?) Shooting Prize Badges, fine frosted silver badges with crossed rifles in laurel sprays, one with a crown which
appears to be Belgium and cipher underneath. Four lug fittings to the reverse of each badge. Ex Kemp Collection

121

Unusual Early Aviation Pilots Wing, small mess dress style silvered (not hallmarked) kings crown wing with CCM to the centre. Brooch
fitting to the reverse. Ex Kemp Collection

126

Modern EIIR British Naval Officers Sword by Wilkinson, blade No.95334 etched with regulation crowned EIIR and fouled anchor amidst
fruiting oak and rope-work, regulation hilt and folding sideguard, and scabbard all with gold plated mounts, wire bound fish skin covered
grip. Overall 94cms, blade 79cm ...[more]

134

19th Century Prussian Briquet Short Sword, one piece ribbed brass handle and knuckle guard stamped “1324” and armourer mark.
Curved single edge blade stamped “KULL” and skull mark to the reverse. Housed in its brass mounted leather scabbard. Some wear
and dents to the brass grip, blade with nicks an ...[more]

146

Imperial German Prussian Artillery Officers Sword, regulation pattern with plated mounts to the hilt and scabbard. Original wire binding
to the grip. Plated scabbard with fixed hanging ring. Slightly curved blade etched with foliage and trophy of arms etc. Some wear to the
exterior plating and small ...[more]

148

Unusual All Iron Stiletto and Sheath c.1600, tapered blade deeply cut with almost full-length raised serrations and struck with a maker’s
mark, short quillons, bun-shaped pommel, in its tinned iron sheath. Overall 28cms, blade19.5cms. Quite good condition, the stiletto
cleaned overall, grip missing, ...[more]

153

Early British Socket Bayonet, being a large type example with wide triangular blade. Complete with the brass mounted leather covered
scabbard. No visible markings present. Blade 42cms, overall 54cms; Socket bayonet by Deakin housed in its brass mounted leather
scabbard. Blade 44cms, overall 55cms.

163

British 1859 Enfield Naval Cutlass-Bayonet, with regulation iron guard, two-piece chequered leather grips. Bayonet is a relic as found
example, heavily pitted and rusted with some missing sections. Blade 65cms, overall 80cms. Vendor states, ex Mark Dineley collection

174

Bowie Type Knife Probably 19th Century, clip back blade made from a file, staghorn grip with plain iron mounts and crosspiece, in later
American style sheath. Blade 24.5cms, overall 37cms. Good condition.

176

Well Made Copy of a 19th Century Hunting Knife, broad single edge spear point blade, brass crosspiece, 2 piece riveted staghorn gips,
one engraved with a naked lady and star, in its leather covered wooden sheath. Blade 28cms, overall 40cms. Good condition, aged for
effect.

179

Skinning Knife c.1900, thin broad single edge blade stamped SHEFFIELD CUTLERY, 2 piece rivetted grips (pommel removed), in its
leather covered sheath with brass chape (top mount missing); and an early 20th century hunting knife, clip back blade, 2 piece rivetted
stag horn grips. The first blade 23c ...[more]

223

10mm Swiss Vetterli Bolt Action Military Rifle, tangent rear sight, action stamped BELLEFONTAINE BERNE CORDIER & Cie, regulation
iron mounts, trigger guard with finger spur, barrel bands screwed and sprung respectively, leather sling, chequered fore end. Overall
131cms, barrel 84cms. Good condit ...[more]

226

12 Bore Russian Military Flintlock Musket, regulation lock stamped TYAA 1836 (?), brass pan, regulation brass mounts each struck with
manufactory markings and date 1836, including 3 barrel bands retained by springs, buttcap, sideplate and trigger guard, carved
cheekpiece, iron sling swivels. Overall ...[more]

227

16 Bore Percussion Sporting Gun by Lacy & Co., 3 stage twist barrel, half stocked, signed scroll engraved lock, iron furniture, brass
tipped wooden ramrod, chequered grip, silver barrel wedge plates and escutcheon. Overall 116cms, barrel 76cms. Quite good condition,
well worn overall.

228

5-Bore Percussion Cape Rifle, twist barrel with top flat (rearsight missing) fullstocked, re-used military lock deeply stamped with
crowned VR and TOWER, carved cheekpiece, iron mounts and ramrod. Barrel 69cms. Fair condition, well worn overall.

234

Great War Period Middlesex VTC Cap Badge, with two lug fittings to the reverse. Accompanied by scarce collar badge for the Middlesex
VTC and Sussex VTC cap badge. (3 items)

239

Scarce Canadian 253rd Queens University Overseas Highland Battalion Headdress Badge, fine example with two lug fittings to the
reverse.

241

Good Selection of 10th Royal Hussars Sweetheart Brooches, including a superb quality silver and enamel brooch, 2x hallmarked silver
examples in horseshoe design, silver (not hallmarked) tie pin, mother of pearl example and two others. All in good condition. (7 items)

242

Good Australian Colonial Period Scrimshaw Engraved Cow Horn Dated 1862, carved in 2 stages, upper stage of tapered octagonal
form, lower stage well scrimshaw engraved with a band of doves spelling out J C LOW, beneath which is engraved an English clipper in
full sail above a banner engraved L Rovin ...[more]

244

Victorian 10th Royal Hussars Cap Badge, with three lug fittings to the reverse. Victorian 11th Hussars cap badge with three lug fittings
and a pair of 11th Hussars collar badges with lug fittings. (4 items)

247

3x 11th (Prince Albert’s Own) Hussars Sleeve Badges, consisting of two brass examples with lug fittings to the reverse, one silver plated
example with two lug fittings to the reverse. (3 items)

248

3x 11th (Prince Albert’s Own) Hussars Sleeve Badges, consisting of two brass examples with lug fittings to the reverse and one heavily
polished silver (not hallmarked) example with two lug fittings to the reverse. (3 items)

249

Two Cow Horn Powder Horns, the first with wooden end plug stamped ARNOLD & SONS LONDON, body stamped FCMT(?) common
brass top, the second plain with wooden end plug and service stopper. Probably 19th century. Each 33cms overall. Good condition.

250

Silver Liverpool Pals Cap Badge, being the crest of Lord Deby with two lug fittings to the reverse. Stamped “SILVER”. Good overall
condition.

259

.177” Gem Type Barrel Cocking Air Rifle No. 57207, half octagonal barrel stamped MADE ABROAD with crossed weapons trophy and
LZ, spring top lever opening. Overall 89cms, barrel 47.5cms. Good condition, some age wear.

261

.177” Barrel Cocking Air Rifle No.BC18606, no visible markings, fixed open sights, wooden half stock. Overall 96.5cms, barrel 38cms.
Good condition.

262

French Light Infantry Company Officers Sword, mid-19th century, curved single edge blade cut with a broad fuller and gilt etched with
trophies and foliate devices, brass triple bar guard, wire bound fish skin covered grip, in its iron scabbard with twin brass hanging bands.
Overall 94cms, blade 80c ...[more]

263

19th Century French Briquet Stamped 1815, one piece brass ribbed hilt and knuckle bow, stamped 1815 and to the back strap “I. B. A.
v. L. No 393”. Curved single edged blade with small fuller struck to ¾ length of the back edge. Blade with surface rust and slight
movement from the handle. Blade 63cms ...[more]

264

French Officers Epee Sword, brass guard and knuckle bow leading to plumed knights style helmet pommel. Copper bound grip. Straight
blade with fuller to half length. Remains of the etched decoration but all blue and gilt now absent. No scabbard. Blade 83 ½ cms, overall
100 ½ cms.

265

Early 19th Century Socket Bayonet, steel triangular blade bayonet with damage to the socket fitting. Blade 43cms, overall 51cms.

266

Early 19th Century Socket Bayonet, steel triangular blade bayonet with deeply struck armourers mark. Light surface rusting to the body.
Blade 47cms, overall 55 ½ cms.

267

French St Helena Medal 1821, good condition example with original ribbon.

284

Polish Sports Badge, screwback lapel badge in the form of a Polish eagle sitting on a globe with a laurel spray and “POS” to centre.
Accompanied by a Polish republic tank badge. (2 items) Ex Jerry Withers collection

285

Interesting Collection of French, German and Belgium Postcards Concerning the Battle of Waterloo and Napoleonic Wars, interesting
collection of coloured and black and white cards showing troops in battle, heroes from the period and other campaign images etc. Good
selection of later cards covering va ...[more]

287

Fine and Large Hallmarked Silver Prize Medal, London 1803, of circular form engraved with crowned GR, LLV (Loyal Local Volunteers)
above CHISWICK CAVALRY and all within a laurel wreath; reverse engraved AWARDED FOR DISPLAY OF SWORD EXERCISE 9th
July 1804 and with J MINTING Esq within banner and all ...[more]

288

Polish 63rd Infantry Regiment Officers Breast Badge, enamelled example with screwback fitting to the reverse (no dish). Some pitting to
the reverse of the badge. Ex Jerry Withers collection.

293

Great War Period Cast Iron Glue Pot, with broad arrow stamp and interior copper pot. Stamped to the bottom. Used by farriers etc.

294

Great War Style British Commercial B2 Pattern Boots, fine pair of brown leather B2 style leather combat boots, the style worn by British
forces during WW1. This pair being a commercial type in brown leather with eight pairs of eyelets. Boots with hobnail soles . Generally
good condition. Similar pai ...[more]

297

Great War 4.5 inch Howitzer Chargebags, mounted in a glazed display frame with printed details and history. All nicely stamped and
marked.

301

WW1 1915 Vickers Machine Gun Oil Can Kit, brown leather rectangular pouch with 1915 date to the front. Complete with the original
metal oil can and dispenser. Generally good condition.

306

British Officers Travel Thermos Flask, with brown leather covering to the body. Housed in the original Sam Browne style brown leather
carry case. No visible dates clear; pair of brown leather 1916 dated Marshall Shoe Company Ltd leather gaiters with buckle straps and
another pair of un-marked leathe ...[more]

313

Great War Period Leather Carry Case for Large Optics or Similar Equipment, brown leather cylindrical case with canvas and leather top
cover. Complete with buckle straps. No visible marks or dates but appears to be WW1 vintage. Some scuffs and wear. 96cms in length.

314

Great War Period Pioneers Pick Axe, heavy steel pick axe head with broad arrow stamp and unclear makers details. Some stampings to
the neck part of the pick head. Accompanied by an associated wooden haft, however does not appear to fit.

315

Rare WW1 Battlefield Recovered Trench Rifle Grenade Stock Mount, an interesting rusted and semi relic metal mount and ranging
scale which would have mounted the rifle to be able to launch rifle grenades into the enemy trench. The metal holder for the rifle butt is
well rusted and some parts missing ...[more]

323

WW2 Souvenir of Italian Campaign Inkwell, interesting alloy ink well in the form of a crab with the carapace engraved “ITALY – 1945”.
Accompanied by a pair of painted miniature Dutch clogs, decorated with windmills and “GRoeten Uit Holland – 3d DIV - 1944-5
R.C.A.S.C” over the two clogs.

325

Interesting WW2 Embroidered Commemorative of Polish Airforce Interest, being a cloth panel with finely embroidered Polish operational
pilots wing embroidered to the centre and the name of the pilot “Frank Jenzthicz”, around are embroidered names of other pilots, both
Polish and allied nations. Appea ...[more]

326

WW2 German Prisoner of War Made Cigarette Case, interesting carved wooden cigarette case with central Edelweiss flower, the
symbol of the German Mountain troops division, scroll with 1945-48 and initials WP within shield; brass rectangular cigarette case with
scene of St Marks Square Venice with the ...[more]

327

Inert British No80 Brass Shell Fuse Head, nice example stamped to the base “No80 VII G.K RL10-36 LOT No 175” plus other ordnance
stamps. Accompanied by another inert shell fuse head with various stampings. (2 items)

334

Inert WW1 British 6 Pounder Practice Round, brass shell case stamped to the underside and with 1918 date. Solid projectile.

337

Inert WW1 British 18 Pounder HE Projectile Dated 1918, complete with the copper drive band. Engraved to the body “A SOUVENIR
FROM EAMC 1915-1918”. Good overall condition.

343

2x Inert WW1 Fuse Heads Made Into Trench Art Pieces, both being good quality examples mounted onto bases. Both nicely produced
and fuse heads with markings all still clear. (2 items)

344

2x Captured Inert WW1 Turkish Fuse Heads, both with Arabic writing to the bodies. Both mounted onto wooden plinths. Good condition
overall. (2 items)

345

Inert WW1 Round Converted into Desk Lighter, fine example of a small round with brass casing and fuse head, which lifts up to reveal a
lighter mechanism. Mounted onto a steeped wooden base with bullet heads to the corners. Accompanied by another inert fuse head
mounted onto a wooden base. (2 items)

350

Indian Army Supply & Transport Corps Officers No1 Dress Tunic Belonging to Major Charles Wilfred Hext, fine blue four pocket dress
tunic with white shoulder boards having gilt metal rank pips for the rank of Captain. Small type post 1902 officers regimental buttons to
the front, pockets and shou ...[more]

386

Rare Early Royal Company of Archers Kings Body Guard of Scotland Bonnet Said to Have Been Worn By James Andrew BrounRamsay, 1st Marquess of Dalhousie (1812-1860), fine early large bottle green bonnet with fine gilt metal crowned bonnet badge with
green translucent enamel backing to the pierced cent ...[more]

396

* WW1 British Brodie Steel Combat Helmet, good untouched example of a 2nd pattern Brodie steel helmet with the trim covering to the
brim. Much of the original dark combat paint finish to the exterior and interior of the shell. To the exterior of the shell is the remains of the
painted details believ ...[more]

400

Scarce WW1 French Colonial Bandsmen “Spotter’s” Forage Cap, Interesting light brown wool French forage cap with gilt metal anchor
insignia on red cloth backing with small embroidered yellow circle above. Brown piping to the curtain of the cap and patterned inverted
chevron to the centre. No lining o ...[more]

402

2x American Model 1907 Winter Caps, being a 1918 dated heavy canvas example with officers rank bar to the side. Complete with the
original issue label. Remaining in very good condition. Accompanied by an undated other ranks type example. (2 items)

411

WW2 British Home Front Heavy Rescue Party Steel Helmet, black painted steel helmet with aluminium band to the trim, interestingly
crudely painted in white, offset “H.R.” to both sides. 1938 dated liner system and webbing chinstrap. Some areas of paint loss but good
overall example.

426

WW2 Royal Navy Ratings HM Destroyer Cap, standard pattern ratings cap with cap tally for HM DESTROYER. Leather sweatband and
cloth lining with cloth chinstrap. Generally good condition.

429

Rare WW2 Libyan Arab Force Coloured Field Service Cap, navy blue / black cloth body with red cloth top section. Complete with the
original crescent moon and star badge to the side and the original front buttons. Cloth lining to the interior (small section removed) and
velvet sweatband. Cap shows som ...[more]

447

Scarce WW1 Officers Cuff Rank Tunic of the Cambridge University OTC Cavalry, grey wool four pocket tunic with Lieutenants cuff rank
to both sleeves. White metal Cambridge University OTC tunic buttons and linked scales to the shoulders. Interior with paper label of
Samuel Brothers Ltd and original ow ...[more]

449

Argyll & Sutherland Highlanders Patrol Tunic of Lieutenant Alwyn Ronald Macfarlane-Grieve 1st / 8th Battalion Killed in Action 17th
March 1917, fine example of the blue wool four pocket patrol tunic with small type regimental tunic buttons and white twist cord lanyard
from the shoulder. Epaulett ...[more]

454

Rare WW1 British War Correspondents Tunic, fine example of the coarse khaki wool four pocket tunic which has been tailored with an
open collar in a officer style. Tunic shows evidence above the breast and on the breast pocket where insignia for a War Correspondent
would have once been present. Tunic ...[more]

460

Unidentified WW2 Royal Artillery Brigadiers Service Dress Tunic, fine quality four pocket service dress tunic with brass Royal Artillery
regimental tunic buttons, red gorget collar patches and brass rank insignia to the shoulder straps. Remains in generally good condition.

473

WW2 Japanese Army Pilots Uniform Group in Storage Case, superb untouched example of a Japanese Army pilots full uniform and
flight gear, consisting of a very well worn Japanese pilots leather flight helmet and flight goggles. Original printed Japanese aviators
headband. Original full flight suit wit ...[more]

474

Interesting Painted Cast Iron Gate Emblem of Prussian Eagle, with painted decoration. Mounted onto a wooden stand. Stands 42 ¾
cms.

494

Imperial German Commemorative Plaque for the Auxiliary Cruiser S.M.S Moeve, blackened circular plaque with the obverse having
profile bust of Commander Graf zu Dohna Schlodien in naval uniform with his name and rank above. Reverse shows a figure of victory
looking over the SMS Moeve whilst out at se ...[more]

496

Imperial German Generals Shoulder Boards Attributed to General Wilhelm von Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, Prince von Hohenzollern
(1864-1927), fine pair of full dress tunic shoulder boards in brocade twist with red cloth underlay. Two frosted silver rank pips to the
centre of each board. Complete with ta ...[more]

501

Imperial German Prussian Other Ranks Belt Buckle, good example of the standard brass and nickel silver buckle with Prussian crown
and motto “GOTT MIT UNS” to the centre. Complete with the original leather tab.

508

Imperial German Wurttemberg Landwehr Uhlan Officers Parade Belt Buckle, fine silver finished buckle with the centre having the
crowned cipher of Wilhelm II of Wurttemberg within a laurel wreath border. Complete with fitting to the reverse. Good condition.

510

WW1 German Made Turkish Officers Belt Buckle, being a thin stamped out two piece version with the crescent moon and star to the
centre. 1909 type. Good condition overall.

512

Imperial German Signallers Leather Pouch, large brown leather pouch with stitched leather securing strap to front flap and metal clip
fitting to the main body of the pouch. Two belt loops to the reverse and steel “D” ring fitting. Leather compartment dividers to the inside
with a roll of ersatz clot ...[more]

517

1916 Dated Imperial German Cavalry Equipment Y Straps, interesting black leather straps, one strap stamped “KIESS BERLIN 1916”.
Brass hooks for the mounting of ammunition pouches. Accompanied by a single leather shoulder strap for a back pack (tornister) with
remains of issue stamp which appears to ...[more]

539

WW1 German Prussian Air Service Aviators Flying Helmet, fine example of a black leather aviators crash / flight helmet with the padded
top comb and central band. Complete with its original peak and leather neck flap with chinstrap and buckle fitting. Helmet is complete
with the original leather line ...[more]

543

WW1 German M-16 Helmet Shell, good example of a standard Imperial German helmet shell with a non regulation camouflage paint
finish to the exterior of the shell in green, black and browns. Complete with the liner pins but no liner band or pads. No clear shell
stamps.

552

Superb and Rare WW2 German Army Prinz Eugen Pattern Dress Sword with Gold and Damascus Presentation Blade for an Officer in
the General Staff / High Command, by Carl Eickhorn, Solingen, fine example of the Prinz Eugen pattern German Army officers dress
sword retaining much of the gilt wash finish to ...[more]

571

WW2 German Artillery Regiment 195 Regimental Plate by Meissen, fine original circular plate with blue glazed oak leaf wreath having
regimental insignia to the bottom, 1939 to the top with Iron Cross below and “Art.Regt 195”. Cross swords Meissen makers mark to the
reverse of the plate. Remains in ve ...[more]

575

Third Reich Heinrich Hoffmann Photograph of Adolf Hitler with Ink Signature, fine example of a black and white postcard, being the type
produced by the official photographer of the Nazi party Heinrich Hoffmann, showing Adolf Hitler in NSDAP political uniform. Blue ink
signature of Adolf Hitler to th ...[more]

576

Small Table Head Bust of Adolf Hitler, painted alloy small table head bust of Adolf Hitler with small square base and rod fitting, originally
would have been placed on a marble or stone plinth. Artist marked to the base "Schmidt-Hoffer". Some scuffs to the finish revealing the
alloy body but still a ...[more]

578

Fine Quality Table Bust Award of Adolf Hitler of Luftwaffe Interest, shows a bust figure of Adolf Hitler in political uniform. Silvered finish
to the bust and mounted onto a marble / polished stone base. Reverse of the bust with artist details “Schmidt-Hofer”. Front of the base
etched “Zur Hochzeit ...[more]

586

Third Reich Danzig Cross 2nd Class, gilt and white enamel cross in two piece construction. Un-marked example. Complete with brass
ribbon ring but no ribbon. Generally good condition. Ex Jerry Withers collection.

Imperial & Third Reich Medal Grouping, interesting court mounted medal bar of eight, consisting of 1914 Iron Cross 2nd class, Third
587

Reich War Merit medal, Bavarian War Service cross with swords, 1914-18 Honour Cross with swords, Bavarian Kingdom Golden
Wedding commemorative medal, Third Reich 40 ...[more]

628

Pair of German Army Tropical Infantry Shoulder Boards, interesting pair of olive drab lightweight cloth shoulder boards with white
infantry piping. Reverse with green wool underlay in patch cloth. The straps appear to be lightweight for either late war or for a piece of
tropical clothing other than ...[more]

643

Pair of Luftwaffe Administration Branch Shoulder Boards, fine condition matched pair accompanied by another pair of shoulder boards
for Army Justice Administration.

644

Pair of Third Reich SA (Sturmabteilung) Shoulder Straps, black and silver wire thread twist with black underlay. RZM paper label to the
underside of the straps. Both in good overall condition.

691

Private Purchase Pair of Luftwaffe Brown Leather Flying Trousers, interesting pair of trousers with sheep’s wool lining. Almost identical
in design to the American flying trousers but these have German made fittings. Not a standard recognised pattern of German Luftwaffe
flying trousers.

703

Pre-WW2 German Luftwaffe Ammunition Pouches, a pair of brown pebbled leather standard rifle ammunition pouches. Although
matching in overall appearance, differing maker marks and production dates on reverse.

704

Pre-WW2 German Ammunition Pouches, a pair of black pebbled leather standard rifle ammunition pouches. Although matching in
overall appearance, differing maker marks and production dates on reverse.

727

Pair of WW2 German Mountain Troopers (Gebirgsjager) Goggles, pair of the lightweight wind protector goggles as issued to the
German mountain troopers. Complete with the leatherette case. Some damage to the cloth by the nose section but otherwise good
condition.

728

WW2 German Tropical Carbide Bunker Lantern, complete with carrying handle and all 3 glass windows in place, one with small piece of
glass missing. Much of the tropical paint finish remains to the lantern casing.

732

Very Unusual Waffen-SS Propaganda Kompanie Portable Gramophone, rectangular black leatherette covered portable gramophone
with silver leaf jawless panzer skull above SS runes and PK (Propagandakompanie). Interior with the original turn table and a selection
of original vinyl records. Accompanying th ...[more]

740

2x Editions of the Third Reich Newspaper Der Sturmer, the editions are numbers 23 and 24 from 1938. Both show some wear but
generally good condition. Der Sturmer was the political paper produced by Julius Streicher.

746

3x WW2 German Card Collecting Books, consisting of the SA Deutschland Erwacht card book, complete with all the cards and the rear
pull out section; complete Die Deutsche Wehrmacht collecting book and WW1 history book “Der Weltkrieg” complete with the cards.
Some wear but generally good condition. (3 ...[more]

761

British Officers Uniform Dress Sash, crimson cloth sash with tassels to the end. Accompanied by a red cloth example for sergeants.
Both in good condition. (2 items)

779

WW1 Éclair Vermorel Sprayer Canister, Used to Neutralise Gas in the Trenches After A Deadly Gas Attack, metal canister with the
original hose pipe and leather shoulder straps. Details impressed into the canister. An agricultural instrument that were acquired by the
allied forces during WW1 to neutra ...[more]

783

Great War Style British Commercial B2 Pattern Boots, fine pair of brown leather B2 style leather combat boots, the style worn by British
forces during WW1. This pair being a commercial type in brown leather with eight pairs of eyelets. Boots have possibly been re-soled at
one time. Generally good co ...[more]

799

Scarce WW1 Artillery & Machine Gunners Type Model 1917 Small Box Respirator (Gas Mask), this type with the longer hose leading to
the canister. Cloth face mask with the original tinted eye lenses and head straps. Complete with longer black painted filter. The mask set
is housed in the larger pat ...[more]

808

Pair of WW2 British Forces Ski Goggles, with cloth head strap and housed in metal storage tin. Frames of the goggles marked with date
1940. Lenses frosted and worn.

809

WW2 British Airborne Forces Pattern Gas Mask, fine example of the rubber gas mask housed in the original small pattern canvas carry
case with the eye shields still to the inside and the scarce gas brassard to the side pocket. Complete with its shoulder strap and filter.
Remains of ink stampings to t ...[more]

810

WW2 British Army One Man Pack Carrier, with 1945 date stamp. Complete with original straps.

845

Unofficial Christmas 1914 Gift Fun Tin for Indian or Colonial Troops, unusual brass tin in the style of a Princess Mary gift fund tin but
with Indian leafed circular to the centre and 1914. Lower section with “CHRISTMAS 1914”. Indian? Hallmark stampings to the reverse.
Poor quality made. To our know ...[more]

847

French Military Flag Top Finial, heavy brass spear pattern finial with RF (Republic Francaise) to the centre of each side. Remains in
good condition. 34 ½ cms in length.

854

Cased Porcelain Plaque of Berlin Interest, white porcelain plaque depicting the Brandenburg gate with BERLIN underneath. Housed in
leatherette case. Post WW2 vintage.

